A combination of radio channel predictive time slot scheduling and link layer FEC/MQ (Forward Error Correction /Automatic Repeat reQwst) with adaptive modulation, for IP (Internet Protocol) packet data, is presented and evaluated thmugh simulations. The main idea is to make use of the fast fading characteristics of the radio channel thmugh time slot scheduling, instead of alleviating the @-fects with mer-pessimistic channel coding. By using information about the individual data streams, together with information aboutfuture wireless channel chamcteristics for the &feerent mobile hosts, it i s possible to plan the transmission to achieve a good quality of service while utilizing the scarce spectrum w e n t @ .
nity against channel impairments can be provided in the latter transmission attempts while still having the prospect of a high transmission rate in the first attempt. The drawback of this system is the delay imposed by the method: The adap tation of coding ratdmodulation is only controlled by the ACKMACK (Acknowledgement / Negative Achowledgement) feedback signal which increases the system delay in poor channel conditions. The performance of this system was previously studied and evaluated only for the single user case, where no scheduling algorithm was implemented.
In the scheduling approach, prediction of different user channels provide a basis for detailed scheduling of h e tmsmission, by combining time-slot allocation and adaptive modulation. T h i s a p p r o a c h c a n a l s o t a k e i n t o~t h e desired error-probability and the priority associated with different users, as well as the current aaffic situation. Moreover, the frequency band can be used efficiently, since the different users are allocated time-slots when their transmission conditions are predicted to be favorable, allowing them to use a high modulation level. The resulting constant aml low (user-specified) error-rate provides the error correcting codes with manageable data, avoiding bandwidth consuming re-transmissions. The main drawbacks are the computational complexity, and the seusitiviv to channel prediction errors.
In t h i s paper, the two methods are combined and tbe performance of the combined approach is evaluated and compared to the two individual methods for IP traffic over fading channels. The combined method successfully reduces the drawbacks of the individual methods described above: Knowledge of the channel conditions gives a hint on the ini-tial ooding rate/moduation to use, reducing the delay due to numerous NACKs, and, the ARQ-scheme provides robustness against channel prediction errors.
In Section 2 the problem addressed within this work is explained and discussed. The system is described thoroughly in Section 3. The simulation results are presented in Section 4. Fmally some conclusions are drawn in Section 5.
Problem formulation
We address two problems: The spectrum efjiciency of data transmission over wireless links, and the performance of IP over unreliable channels. The solution we propose gracefully combines the two problems into one: The problem of allocating time-slots on the wireless link to Werent data streams, based on the high level protocol requirements, and the actual physical channel constraints.
. 1 IP over Fading Channels
The problem of transmitting T C P D flows over wireless links has been addressed in several publications [ 1, 11,121. TCP was designed for high bandwidth, wired networks, where retransmission timeouts most probably are a cause of traffic congestion at some node along the path, not due to erroneous reception because of bad channel conditions. The action taken by TCP at the source, apart from retransmitting the lost packets, is to reduce the rate at which the packets are sent, to 
Spectrum efficiency
To obtain high data throughput over wireless channels, we have to act clever. The channel quaby varies substantially over time, due to radio interference and the mobility of the radio stations. Negative effects, such as different types of fading, impose a high probability for a bad radio connection. Slow f d h g can be counteracted by controlling radio transmitter power, or performing handover to another base station. The remedy against fast fading, however, is traditionally Werent types of channel coding and interleaving.
In a simplified explanation, the channel coding adds extra information, or controlled redundancy, to the transmitted dam, whereas the interleaver spreads the information over time, to make it mure robust against error bursts which occur in the fading dips. The channel coding, which often is over-pessimistic, generaies much overhead to the wireless system, which in turn wastes precious bandwidth. We have a substantially different appach.
It has been demonstrated in [2] that it is possible to predict the channel SINR variations quite accurately s e v d milliseconds into the future. That particular method involves channel measurements and non-linear, model-based, time-series predictions. Having these predictions, one per radio link, they can be used together with a target error rate to assign initial coding and modulation rates (Section 3.3) for the HARQ-WAMS, but also for planning of the transmissions to the different mobile hosts, giving access to the users that have good predicted channel quality-Duhg this, we increase our chances of getting the data across the wireless link without error and at a high rate, thus increasing the system throughput, and the spectrum efficiency.
3 Spectrum efficient IP
So, by matching the higher protocol layer requirements w i t h the physical constraints of the radio channel, we hope to find a time-slot allocation, along with a coding strategy, that efficiently utilizes the available spectnrm for the running applications.
System description
Traffic originating from a variety of applications are likely to co-exist in fume wireless networks. They all have their preferred services from the lower layers, ranging from end-to-end transmission control through TCP, to latency sensitive real-time Services, provided by e.g. RTP (Real Time Protocol) . We would like to meet as maay of the requirements as possible from these applications. Therefore, we need to differentiate the incoming traffic, and serve the packets with the objective of maintaining a satisfying service level for as many users as possible.
We need some kind of quantity which can be specified by the application, to dictate requirements on the actual service. In our approach we have chosen to use three parameters, namely the maximum e m rate, the minimum throughput and the maximum latency. We translate them to the following service specifications, which are easily im- DATA which is the opposite of the VOICE class, is recognized by its high sensitivity to e " and its high variability in both inter-arrival and size. This is modeled w i t h a Pareto distribution for the size, and an interarrival time drawn from an exponential dismbution.
MEDIA can be viewed as a mixture of the previous two classes; It has a relatively fixed rate, but the size of the packets can vary substantially, depending on the varying name of e.g. streaming video encoding. It is more important to maintain the timing of the packets, than to achieve a completely error-!& transmission of them.
The parameters related to the different classes are described in Table 1 , and their respective random disuibution functions, the pareto distribution (1) where P is the packex size and S is the minimum packet size for the distribution, and the Exponential dismbution (2) where T is the expected value of the inter-arrival time t, are given below.
. 2 Bnffering and queueing
At the incoming side h m the wired n e t w d we maintain a buffer with separate. queues for the different paffic flows, also distinguishing the packets with respect to the destination, so that each source-destination pair has a separate incoming queue. AU incoming packers are scanned for size, priority, session identification number, and required service level from the link layer.
In the case that the wireless link is unabie to meet the requirements with regard to delay and throughput, we assume to have a selective packet discard policy 1131 from the buffer, so that the impact on the applications is as small as possible. This informarion is stored in the buffer and can be accessed by the scheduler: The buffer controller is assumed able to submit a status report to the scheduling subsystem, described in Section 3.3, so that the scheduler can make an appropriate decision on which queues to choose for the next transmission frame. The queues are emptied in a bit-by-bit manner, independently of the individual packet boundaries. The bit-stream is passed to the link-layer FECYARQ subsystem, along with information about the service requirements. The incoming buffer is described in Figure 1 . At the receiving side of rhe wireless link, the packets have to be re-assembled, before 0-7803-6507-0/00/$10.00 O200O IEEE 
The Scheduling subsystem
The system we propose makes use of a channel predictor Figure 2 ) and a multi-user time-slot scheduler that are mounted on top of the Hybrid type-II ARQ/AMS scheme. The scheddercreates a signaling pipe [12] between the network layer buffer and the link layer service, making them mutually aware of one-another. For instance, the network layer does not ask for a link service whenever there is dah to transmit. Instead it notiiies the scheduler of the incoming tra& by passing queueing information (A in Figure 1 ) about the amount of data and type of &ce that would be prefen-ed by the packets. The scheduler tben asks the link layer for a report (B in Figure 1 ) about how the chaancl conditions would mcct thc rcquircd scrvicc. This can be done since the link layer has access to channel prediction data of all the established COM~C~~OIIS: The link layer builds up an M x N matrix of channel quality predictions, w h m M is the number of timeslots, and N is the number of mobile hosts with ongoing sessions. These predictions cover the next following time-frame of h s . The predictor has a prediction horizon of 1Chs. Figure 2 shows the channel predictor for one liuk. Based on the predicted values of the S I M for each of the N user's channels, and the target error rates , the initial code rate and signaling constellation are chosen in advance by the link layer, for a set of M = 48 future time-slots. It is then the task for the scheduler to, along with the queue sizes and priorities, distribute these time slots among the different queues in a fashion that maxiznizes some criterion, such as rhroughput or another measure of user sarisfaction. The resulting decision is then distributed to the mobile hosts, via the control channel, described in Section 3.6. It is aIs0 passed to the link layer, that after filling some of the time-slots with oeeasiod fevansmission data, acqpts new data from the queues through a modified decision (C in figufe 1).
. 4 The FEC/ARQ subsystem
Even though the intention is that the scheduting subsystem shall make decisions and select a p p r i a t e coding and modulation complexities, to avoid retransmissions, we cannot exclude the possibility of an effoneous peceptiol[l. In the case of an erroneous reception, a NACK is sent back to the base station, telling it to take apppriate measures for the event The coding rabe/modulation is then chosen to be less tkae the otle used in the p i o u s l y u~~success-fully tt-ansmiaed packet, according to the Hybrid type-11 AFtQfAMS (HARQ-WAMS) scheme. This scheme improves the robustness against the channel c%.ortion while s~ultaneously utilizes the chaanel capacity efficiently due to the adaptive error correction and modulation facilities. Figure 3 along with a realization of S M R of a channel. We would like to mention that in this figure, 16-QAM at rate 1 is not shown due to its very poor performance at this rate.
As shown later in Section 4, in spite of this simplitication, very good d t s are obtained.
After reporting the predicted channel conditions, the appropriate modulatiodcoding rate for each user"s channel who demands service, and the temporary prikties (Le. the users with retransmission request), the scheduler allocates the time slots among the users and passes the decision to the link layer which constructs the frame as d e s c r i i in the For each user with allmted time~lot~. the priority is given to the " m u s packets with the retrammission request if they exist. With the canstraint on having fired modulatiun within a time-slot while variable coding rate is allowed for different packets, the appropriate modulatiodcoding rates is selected for each retransmitted packet In this cas, a lower rate d e than the one in previous m smission should be chosen. This constraint stems from the fact that when the modulation is changed the receiver needs some t i m e to be adjusted which may not be tolerable within a timeslot. But changing the coding rate, does not require different encoder/decoder aad only changes the puncturing or repetition patterns [4] which is much less time co11su111-ing and h a f o r e , tolerable.
The correspondingincremental d e words are then generated, modulated and p M in the correspnding rimeslots. Afterwards, the size of unused time-slots (for each users) is calculated and the modulatiodcoding rate is de cided for new data packets based on the channel predictions and the target BER as described before. However, if there is retransmission within that slot, the modulation is predetermined due to the constraint on having fixed modulation within a slot. In this case, the code rate should be adjusted accordingly in order to satisfy the BER as much as possible.
When it is done, the link layer determines how many new data bits can be tmosmitted with this frame and asks for them from the Mer. The received data bits from the queue are partitioned into the data packets of 216 bits at the link layer, each Containing 12 CRC bits for m o r detection and 6 zero tail bits corresponding to the memory of the convolu-
follawing.
0-7803-6507-0/00610.00 02000 IEEE 1809 tional sncodsr. In cas6 of having data bits which are left but do not fill a link data packet, enough dummy zero bits are appsnd6d in ord6r to form a data packst. Aft= this stags, it is checked if there is any unused space within the time-slot
In cas6 there is, it is investigated if a lower rats code can bs used instead in orda to use the vacancy in a time-slot for increasing the power of the code for m o r correction. Then the CRC encoding for error detection, convolutional e n ding at the decided rate for error correction and modulation are performed for each new data packet. When it is accomframe is constructed and transmitted over the time varying channel. At sach mobile host, the rsceivsr performs optimum soft decoding by a Viterbi decoder at the parent rate 1/3 which is aided by the perfect CSI. However, in this work we have used only 8-PSK, QPsK and BPSK where the corresponding BER performances are evaluated analytically as described in 191.
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Time-slot format
Each time-slot comprises of user data, and a mid-amble of mining data to aid the channel estimation process. Before and after the user data there are tails serving as guard intervals against bad timing in the reception or transmission. A descriptive image of the time-slot format is given in ing information, within the frame of 49 timeslots. This scheduling info is further described in Section 3.6.
Access control information
A frame consists of 49 time-slots, each of which can be dynamically assigned to one user, except €or one of the time-slots in each kame, which is dedicated to broadcast scheduling information about the next frame. A compromise between the base-station and the mobile terminal leads t o the suggestion that the scheduling information is m smitted in one of the time-slots in the middle of the b . In this way the scheduler has time to perform necessary calculations, and the mobile stations have time to adjust to the new schedule.
Since the scheduling information that is transmitted in the downlink is crucial for the efficiency of the multiple access scheme, it has to be well protected against errors.
For this time-slot, only BPSK modulation with a low rate code should be used. However, the protocol must not fail in case of an erroneous reception of the scheduling infomation. There has to be a recovery possibility woven into the algorithm. At this early stage, we assume perfect signaling channel, so no such enms are modeled in our simulations.
Simulation
The simulator is written in Ctc, under the U u x operating system. 
